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SO(UL)JOURN(EY):
theafricancanadianexperience…
By Michael Bowe, Co-Chair,
So(ul)Journ(ey) Planning Committee
On August 11t and 12, 2006, 28 youth and
children in care, 18 youth in the community, 24
chaperones and foster parents, and 14 members
of the planning committee attended an excursion
entitled: The So(ul)Journ(ey) Tour. The tour was
designed to explore the Underground Railroad
via Windsor, Ontario and Detroit, Michigan.
Trip attendees visited Uncle Tom’s Cabin in
Dresden, Ontario, then crossed the border into
Detroit where they attended the Motown Museum
and The Charles H. Wright American Museum of
African History. While in Detroit, the group also
made brief stops at the First and Second Baptist
Churches.
The experience of the group is captured in
excerpts from the journal of Michael Bowe,
member of the So(ul)Journ(ey) planning
committee.

401 headed to its Etobicoke destination and a
planned rendezvous with its counterpart from
Scarborough…. With all on board, we departed
to Dresden, Ontario where lunch awaited our
arrival.

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN
The gleeful laughter of excited teenagers
echoed within the cavity of the bus as we made
the final turn into the dusty driveway that ran the
length of a long one story building flanked by a
log sign that read: “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”
We learned about Josiah Henson (1789-1880),
a former slave of forty years, he and his family
escaped to Upper Canada (Ontario) by way of the
Underground Railroad. The family eventually
settled in Dresden. Although illiterate, Mr.
Henson started the British American Institute—
one of Canada’s first trade industrial schools.
Everyone was invited to study there, regardless
of race or creed. He also became a Reverend of
a church he fostered.
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s famous novel, Uncle
Tom’s Cabin, was based on Reverend Henson’s
life story. Thereafter, he was popularly known
as “Uncle Tom.” Unfortunately, the name was
eventually corrupted by minstrel performers who
used it to portray negative stereotypes of blacks.

WINDSOR UNIVERSITY
CONFERENCE CENTRE
Following a surprisingly wonderful buffet meal
at a local restaurant on campus, tranquil forms
headed back to the residence and congregated
in the conference room. A game of Jeopardy,
anyone?

STARTING OUT
The golden tint of the rising sun lingered,
not quite dawn, but the night had almost worn
out; North Branch, 6:20am! A few weary-eyed
travellers-to-be and their parents/care-providers
assembled haphazardly along side the Denny’s
Coach: some checking documents, others
packing luggage or saying heartfelt goodbyes to
loved ones. An emotional time no doubt.…
The excitement-filled bus wisped along the

Teams were selected according to tables. The
excitement was palpable. Let the games begin!
The frenzy built as the first question was asked:
“How many times did Josiah Henson cross the
Atlantic and which Royalty did he visit?”
“I know! I know!”; “Me please, me please”;
“No, I was first!”; “Pick me, pick me!” Everyone
shouted at once—hoping to be the first picked
to answer the question. A correct answer was
given…

“Prior to the changes made to the immigration
laws in Canada during the 1960s which caused
a large influx of blacks to Canada from the
Caribbean in particular, what three major
historical events in America caused the greatest
number of blacks to flock to Canada from the
U.S.?” I pranced about like a peacock—confident
that no one would come up with the answer to
such a convoluted question.
Arrogant with self-confidence, I was about
to impart the answer. “Wait, wait, wait, she
knows the answer!” members of a group shouted
desperately. Convinced that it was a waste of
time, I went through the motions, “What’s your
answer?” Without skipping a beat, a slender
teen answered: “The American Revolution from
1775-1783; The War of 1812 which lasted two
years; and the Underground Railroad from 18301865.”
I was stunned…a sense of accomplishment
swelled from within—they (participants) were
actually listening—though through blank stares
and expressionless faces. After all, during the
“trip orientation” meeting held a little over a
week prior to the excursion, and on the bus
ride to Windsor, participants and a couple of
adults asked about the location of the “actual”
underground railroad tracks. They were stunned
to find out that the Underground Railroad was
not an actual structure/railroad.

THE CHARLES H. WRIGHT
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF AFRICAN
HISTORY
Following visits to the Second and First
Baptist Churches, we headed for The Charles H.
Wright American Museum of African History.
We approached a grand structure that was clearly
of an architectural design foreign to the West.
All went silent. A two-story banner draped over
the Museum’s façade, confidently announcing:
“AND STILL WE RISE.”
Ablaze with enthusiasm, trip attendees surged
toward the building. Many marvelled at the
magnificent structure—unable to reconcile that
this enormous and seemingly important building
is actually dedicated to African history. Indeed,
most had never seen anything so significant made
in commemoration of the African experience in the
Americas. …A sense of great pride reverberated
among the group, “Yes, we truly exist and we do
matter to the larger community… to the world.”
Following a lively chat about the origins of
mankind, civilization, and pre-slavery Africa, we
shuffled into the inner beginnings of the Museum
to begin our tour…Those involved in what
became known as, “The Trans-Atlantic Slave
Trade”, justified their actions by convincing their
fellow citizens that the African was barely human,
if at all. In other words, the “Negroid type” was
part human, part beast—void of human intellect
and civility—a beast of untamed will and crude
animal instinct. And so the widespread sale of
enslaved Africans began!
...continued on page 4

EMERGENCY AFTER HOURS FOSTER CARE
it’sallaboutteamwork
By Sherry McGratten,
Communications Summer Intern
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Chiba sat quietly and patiently and occasionally
the little girl would interrupt her playing to make
sure he wasn’t close to her. At one point Chiba
or Emergency After Hours Foster Mom
nuzzled her leg and wagged his tail at her and by
Sonya McFerguson and her sidekick, a
this time the trust had been built. “By the end of
Lhasa Apso by the name of Chiba, teamthe night, she was asking if Chiba could sleep in
work is the key to creating a nurturing atmoher bed.”
sphere and a trusting relationship for children in
When it came time for Chiba’s new friend to
her care.
go on to a more permanent placement, she didn’t
Sonya, who has been fostering for two years,
want to leave and said she was going to miss him;
says that many of the children who come
S
o nya but Intake Worker Patricia Thomson
m
into her care are from ‘horrendous’ er M o
M
cF says the dog was a bridge for the
situations. They are sometimes ost
e new foster mother to make a
F
brought to her home at two a.m.
connection with the child.
and need compassion and
Chiba and Foster Mom’s
sympathy. “I just tell them
caring and encouragement
things will get better and
were so appreciated that
then they’re often gone
the little girl made a thankthe next day. Because
you poster for Chiba and
it’s such a short time,
everybody at the home
you try to cram all of the
who had helped her.
encouragement in and
In addition to Chiba,
emphasize their positive
Sonya also has two
traits. Every little bit
children whom she is
helps to make a difference
caring for on a longbecause
their
family
term basis to help create
dynamics are crumbling
a calming, welcoming
and sometimes they don’t
atmosphere for the children
even know why they’re
who visit her home. “Every
here, so every encouragement,
day they’re so excited to see
anything to brighten their day is
more kids, and when we don’t have
something they can look back on so
anyone here in the morning, they keep
that the memory can become a good one.”
asking when someone will arrive so they can
Describing her loyal pooch’s role in helping
play with them.”
children in need, Foster Mom states: “He’s such
Sonya says that there are many challenges
an angel. The kids could pull him left, right and
to face when working with children as an
front and then he would still lick them. He’s very
Emergency After Hours Foster Parent. One of
nice with children, no matter what, he never
the biggest challenges is building trust and trying
snaps at them.”
to have a positive impact in such a short period
Based on the moods of the child, their
of time as children receive crisis care before
background and the level of acceptance of their
moving to more permanent situations. Despite
situation, Sonya employs different tactics to make
the challenges involved in Emergency After
her children and youth comfortable with her and
Hours fostering, Sonya overcomes them with the
Chiba. “Some children are afraid of dogs, in that
help of many team members including Intake
scenario I gradually introduce Chiba to them. I
Workers, Resource Workers, other foster parents
start by putting Chiba in the bedroom and let the
and of course, Chiba.
child adjust to their surroundings. When they’re
When asked what she would say to others
occupied playing I allow Chiba to come out and
considering becoming Emergency After Hours
at first they’re wary, but soon after they become
Foster Parents, Mom states emphatically, “Think
busy playing again and then when Chiba is just
carefully before you choose. There’s a lot
around them quietly they realize that he’s not
involved. You have to give it your all. You have
going to do them any harm.” Sonya says that by
to be able to put the children first. You have to be
the end of their stay the kids usually want to take
flexible for them and open-minded to anything.”
Chiba with them.
An example of the benefits of teamwork
* October 16-22 is Foster Family week in the City
occurred when Sonya received a seven-year-old
of Toronto. This week honours foster parents who
girl and her younger sibling for a weekend. The
play an essential and irreplaceable role in caring
for
children. CAS of Toronto has approximately 342
little girl was terrified of dogs, as she had been
foster
parents and we are always in need of more
bitten previously, and kept locking herself in her
foster homes, particularly for youth 12 to 16 years
room every time she saw Chiba. Gradually she
old and children with special needs.
began to play with the other children and became
unaware of the presence of the dog in the house.



UNION UPDATE
cupe2316bbq2006
By Adriana Newman, Chair, Education
and Communication

O

n Sunday, July 9, 2006, CUPE 2316
held its annual barbecue for all members at High Park in Toronto. We were
very pleased with the turnout as members, their
family, friends and pets steadily made their way
to this year’s nicely shaded picnic area. Although
there were several events taking place that day
including the World Cup Soccer final, Taste of
Little Italy and the Molson Indy, the CUPE 2316
barbecue definitely held its own.
The Executive’s Special Projects Coordinator,
Muna Berroa, did a superb job of organizing the
event, with activity centres for the children, a live
magic show featuring the hilarious Tricky-Ricky,
games for the adults and a barbecue menu that
could not be beat, including burgers, hotdogs,
veggie burgers, veggies and dip, chips, salads, and
the amazingly elegant fruit kabobs. Eileen Laffey,
Political Action and Strike Support Specialist,
was our chef for the day, and not only did she
cook up some delicious hot dogs and burgers, she
also entertained with her unique flair and charm.
Valarie Hartling, President, came up with a very
creative game for the adults, which involved
paddles of wood and rope. I won’t elaborate
further on that one – you will have to come out
to our next BBQ to get that kind of inside scoop!
Muna led the children’s games, with yours truly as
prize queen, but it wasn’t until the water balloons
appeared that the competitive spirit came out
in our partygoers. Dave Lewis, Vice-President,
could not resist the temptation and started a water
balloon fight with Muna, which spiralled out of
control, resulting in a number of people getting
wet!
All in all, the day was a huge success, thanks
mainly to the creativity and organizational
prowess of our Muna, but also to all of the help
and cooperation offered by other Executive
members and volunteers. But no event can be
a success without the members who attend, so
special thanks goes out to all of you who joined
us for this fun-filled day.

www.TorontoCAS.ca

From a Seven-Day-Old Baby to a
Special Olympics Champion:
afosterfamilysupportsadream

F

By Sherry McGratten,
Communications Summer Intern

or long-time Foster Mother Barb Anderson, the joys and challenges of parenting
a special- needs child have culminated in
the success of a Special Olympics athlete, who
achieved three silver medals during the National
summer games in Brandon, Manitoba.
Barb’s daughter Vanessa, who has Down’s
syndrome, took home silver medals for
swimming in the 400-metre Free Style, 100meter Back Stroke and the 25-meter Butterfly
to their hometown of Markham where family,
friends and community well-wishers had been
rooting for her.
Vanessa, who is now 31 years old, joined the
Anderson family as a “healthy seven-day-old
baby, with a mop of black hair that stood straight
on end. With her strength of determination and
a strong family support base, Vanessa became
interested in the Special Olympics when she was
12 years old and began training with a coach
shortly afterward. She competed in the Special
Olympics for the first time in 1987 at the age
of 12 in bowling. After her first competition
she decided to focus on training for one sport,
swimming, which she “really excels in,” states
Barb.
With the assistance of a spectacular coach
and her own strength of will, Vanessa has been
able to overcome challenges to her success
including difficulty in sustaining concentration
while training and listening to instructions. The
Brandon competition was Vanessa’s fifth Special
Olympics. Barb says, “It’s an important challenge
to Vanessa to compete outside of Ontario.”
Barb describes Vanessa as always smiling. In
addition to training for the Special Olympics, the

high school graduate maintains a
job at Dairy Queen, which she has
held for the past 11 years. She also
attends a special-needs program
every morning, plays baseball,
goes bowling every Sunday at the special-needs
bowling clinic organized by her Foster Mom,
and belongs to the Markham Swim Club and the
Master’s Swim Club.
In the future, Vanessa would like to continue
her employment with Dairy Queen, compete in
the nationals again, and compete in the World
games.

Barb and her husband Budd have five biological
children and have fostered 29 children over the
past 37 years, with the last four having severe
special needs. Barb and Budd have
formally adopted
both Vanessa and
her adoptive sister
Mary, who also has
special needs and is
a Special Olympics
athlete.
Speaking
of the support the
CAS of Toronto
has provided over
the years, Barb says,
“They have supported
us all the way, with
everything we’ve done
with the kids, including
helping us financially
to get the children into
activities. Our worker,
Lynn, is wonderful too.”
Foster Care Resource
Worker Lynn Radford
describes the Anderson
Family as “going above and
beyond” the duties most
foster families have. “Vanessa
and Mary see Barb and Budd
as their parents, and Barb and
Budd provide tons of support to
ensure that their daughters have the opportunity
to be involved in the Special Olympics.”
“Raising special-needs kids is challenging but
rewarding, it’s thrilling every step that they take.
We are so happy she (Vanessa) is in our lives,”
Barb says with a smile in her voice.

INTERNAL RESOURCES
summerpicnic
By Blair Boddy, Director, Internal Resources

Toronto Argo Clifford Ivory with Sylvia Ward, Administrative
Assistant, Internal Resources

www.TorontoCAS.ca

On Thursday, July 20, the children, youth and staff of Internal Resources had
their annual summer picnic. Activities included a fabulous barbecue lunch,
swimming and a T-shirt decorating contest. Although the T-shirt competition
was fierce the children from Horsham Day Treatment won bragging rights for the
year as they were declared the winners.
The highlight for most of the children was the attendance of a special guest,
Clifford Ivory, a defensive back with the Toronto Argos. Clifford signed
autographs, gave an inspirational speech and was an honorary judge in the T-shirt
contest.
This event would not have been possible without the commitment and efforts
of Judy and John Tonna. For the twelfth year in a row, Judy, a full-time staff at
Gablehurst residence, organized this event and, through her efforts, everyone had
a great time.
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SO(UL)JOURN(EY):
theafricancanadianexperience…
...Continued from page 1

“It was amazing! I will
never
forget it. It will always
follow
me and reflect how I re
ally
am!” – Theresa

RETURNING HOME

With Motown in our rearview, both buses headed
for the border and journeyed back to Toronto.
During that journey, a spontaneous outpouring
of emotions intermingled with shared thoughts
regarding what was experienced and heard
throughout the excursion. In the end, a tremendous
crescendo of ideas, queries and creative ways to
capture the enormity of the experience began to
take form; talks of authoring memoirs, journalling,
creative visual expressions, public speaking
opportunities, program development and other
forms of expression caught like wildfire.

ysha

Jalisa and Ke

To this day, members of the So(ul)Journ(ey)
planning committee receive unending accolades
and words of gratitude from trip attendees. The
experience was truly humbling!!!
On behalf of the So(ul)Journ(ey) planning
committee and all trip attendees, we (Shaunette
Malcolm-Witter, Co-Chair, and I) would like to
thank the Children’s Aid Foundation for their
tremendous financial contribution, and the Service
Management Committee for their resounding
support and approval.
The planning committee would also like to
thank Sandals Resorts and Beaches by Sandals
Resorts for their significant financial contribution,
enthusiasm, and work with the planning
committee. We also thank Sobeys, Dominion
and the Great Canadian Bagel Co. for product
donations.
Last but not least, we thank each and every
chaperone; your contribution made the trip the
unblemished success that it was!
*CAS of Toronto staff can find the entire journal
entry in Lotus Notes under Soul Journey.
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“I thought this trip was very educational. It’s
amazing what our ancestors went through to
get [us] where we are today.” – Diane
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An excited Scotia Capital Stay in School Award Recipient exclaims, “I’m rich.”

History in the
CAS of Toronto’s

On September 14, 2006 we celeb
central office. Marilyn Renwick, Reg
and Youth Services and City Coun

Children and youth were definitely the stars of the show! Our video presentation featured youth
speaking about important adults in their lives while they created the ribbon for our grand opening
ceremony. This ribbon, which features handprints of youth and children, will be on each floor of our
new building and will serve as a tangible reminder that children truly depend on all of us.

McDonald family and

Kerry Milligan helps a young ribbon cutter to a pastry.

Scotia Capital Stay in School Awards were presented at both the Opening Ceremony and the Annual
General Meeting to honour youth who are committed to succeeding in school.

5) Nancy Steinhauer, Dr. Steinhauer’s d
Scholarship

Maggie Leitenberger, Branch Director, Toronto Branch and Lois Gordon scholarship recipient.
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A happy Scotia Capital Stay in Scho
Brenda O’Connor-Thyer, Children’s Service
Scotia Capital, and Ci
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the Making:
s Grand Opening

brated the grand opening of our new
gional Director, Ministry of Children
ncillor Kyle Rae brought greetings.

Carolyn Buck, Executive Director, Stephen Lewis, Board President and our young ribbon cutters
officially open our new central office.

The day’s celebrations were an opportunity for the community to see our new building and learn more
about the work we do. Over 30 programs were represented at our Fall Fair and a great number of
people enjoyed a building tour.

d scholarship recipients.

Dr. Deborah Goodman, Quality Systems & Support, Supervisor at our Fall Fair.

This was a once in lifetime celebration and it took a great deal of leadership, teamwork, and determination
to pull it off. We thank everyone who helped make the day, “one for the ages.”

daughter and Dr. Paul Steinhauer Memorial
p recipients.

ool Award Recipient is congratulated by
Worker, John Sherrington, Vice President of
ity Councillor Kyle Rae.

www.TorontoCAS.ca

Stephen Lewis, Board President speaking at our Grand Opening Ceremony.
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EACH ONE, REACH ONE
spreadingthewordaboutfostercare

T

By Dawna Cramer, Foster Care
Recruitment Coordinator,
Foster Care Department

he need to recruit foster families is and always will be an on going struggle. There
are professionals who travel the country
instructing staff on the best way to recruit. There
are books to read on the subject matter and information on the web. The simplest and most powerful recruitment tool is personal contact with
people who work in the field of child welfare.
Foster parents, staff and volunteers have historically been the best source of recruitment.
Foster parents, volunteers and staff recruit
when they shop, when they go to the doctor, and
when they watch sports on the home field. They
recruit in their places of worship, schools and
neighbourhood groups. They recruit within their
families and among their friends.
Typically, most people find out about fostering
from knowing someone who fosters or is involved
with children in care. Our staff, volunteers and
foster parents create a positive image of foster
care for many people.
Three years ago, Homes For Kids and the
Children’s Aid Society of Toronto produced
a campaign titled “Each One, Reach One” to
encourage the Toronto community to learn more
about foster care through the use of community
education meetings and the raising of public

awareness. These meetings educate people on
the need for quality foster homes, child abuse
and neglect issues, who the children are in foster
care, and why children come into foster care.
Over the past three years, approximately 40%
of approved foster homes have come from these
referrals.
We can’t do it alone and are asking for your help
and assistance. Everyone has a friend, colleague,
relative, neighbour, or acquaintance that could be
a wonderful advocate for a child: a foster parent.
The “Each One, Reach One” campaign begins
with a challenge to extend an invitation, ask
one family to learn more about foster care and
consider becoming a foster parent.

If every staff member, volunteer and existing
foster family would meet the challenge, we could
reach thousands of people with a positive message
about foster care. Many of these individuals
could become foster parents.
Please join Homes For Kids and the Children’s
Aid Society of Toronto in our “Each One, Reach
One” campaign. As staff and foster parents, we
are the best recruiters. If you thought about why
people volunteer, you may have come to the
realization that the number one reason is because
someone asks them.
Television, radio, and newspaper ads help, but
it takes a personal touch to get people in the door.
Other people will care because you care, and they
will want to contribute to the welfare of children
just like you do.
So talk to people you know, invite a member
of the recruitment team to your place of worship,
school or business, host a “fosterware” party in
your home or put up our recruitment posters in
your neighbourhood.
We provide a referral bonus to foster parents,
staff and volunteers for each approved home. For
further information on ways to participate in the
“Each One Reach One” campaign, contact
Dawna Cramer, Foster Parent Recruiter, at
416.924.4646 ext.1- 3501.

Saying Thanks

longtimevolunteermargtaylor

O

By Fiona Koo, Volunteer Coordinator, Volunteer Services

n September 5, 2006, after 31 years of dedicated volunteer service with the
Children’s Aid Society of Toronto, we say goodbye to Margaret (Marg) Taylor, a beloved Volunteer at the Scarborough Branch. Margaret Taylor is one
in a million! She started with us in 1975 as a clerical volunteer twice a week. Marg
assisted with a variety of tasks including proofreading, photocopying, data entry and
much more. She was always willing to take on more and help out wherever she could.
Marg has always been a highly dedicated volunteer and committed to the work of this
agency. For example, Marg was never late or absent from her assignment.
Marg has also been a friend. She would make sure to greet you and get to know
you and your family. She would always look forward to having lunch with everyone
in the lunchroom and hearing about everyone’s day. Marg values the relationships
she built volunteering with the Society. She would also regularly participate in team,
Branch and Agency activities such as holiday parties, and recognition events. Over
time, Marg was also known as the “muffin lady”. Every day she came in, she would
bring homemade muffins. They were a treat that everyone looked forward to and
even fought over. As a friend, Marg was always there to support staff in their work,
knowing how challenging the work could be.
Marg often spoke about being grateful to be a part of the agency; however it is we
who are grateful for having had the opportunity to meet, work with and get to know
a wonderful and inspirational individual like Margaret Taylor. She is treasured by all
and her presence here at Scarborough Branch will be very much missed.
ommunicate Volume 18, No.2
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In MemorIAM
catherine
clanfield

O

SAYING GOODBYE
huntleybranch

By Phil Howe, Branch Director,
Etobicoke Branch

n June 18, 2006,
Etobicoke
Family Support Worker Catherine Clanfield died
suddenly of heart
failure at her home.
Catherine began
her work at CAS
of Toronto in 1974,
and worked in our
residential programs until
she left for Peel CAS in 1983.
She returned to our Agency in 1989 and worked
as a Family Support Worker at 15 Huntley until
transferring to Etobicoke in 2003.
Catherine will be remembered for working
passionately with many families, as well as
frequently representing CAS of Toronto in
speaking engagements in the community. As
Communications Manager Melanie Persaud
remembers: “Catherine had a way with the
families she tried to help. In one particular case,
one of her families decided to go public about
their positive experience with the CAS. She
worked with them tirelessly imparting confidence,
courage and determination so that they could tell
their story and in turn help others.”
Catherine leaves behind a teenage daughter,
Amy, and the many wonderful memories held by
the many clients, and staff who came to know her
over the years.
Editor’s note: In Memoriam’s are included as per
the information received by publishing date.

F

By Carol Bent, Supervisor, Toronto
Regent Park Team

ifteen Huntley has always grabbed a
place in the heart of those who worked
there, so it is no surprise that 130 staff
and former staff turned out to say goodbye on
June 7.
This was an indoor-outdoor party. Outside
everyone enjoyed good company and great food.
Kerry Milligan capably managed the catering,
preparing much of the food herself, and a
Huntley party would not be a Huntley party
without Stephen Tang’s delicious barbecued
pork.
Inside there were two rooms in tribute to
Huntley. Mary Craigen created a picture gallery
of Huntley through the years. She also created
a grieving room, complete with cushions and
candles where one could quietly meditate on the
passing of this historical site.

Following dinner the group gathered in the
conference room for some entertainment. There
were remarks from former Branch Directors
Don Hepburn, Ron Smith and Maureen Duffy,
and a toast from current Branch Director
Maggie Leitenberger. For old time’s sake there
was a musical presentation by two former
lawyers, Jane Long and Alex Duncan, who
performed a favourite number, long a tradition
in the Branch. Finally there was a video
presentation, featuring many enthusiastic staff
in the cast. This was a musical and humorous
tribute to the history of 15 Huntley.
A further highlight of the evening was
the creation of a watercolour painting of
15 Huntley, painted and donated by Peter
Hagedoorn, a former staff person. Prints have
been made and are available for sale.
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PRIDE BRANCHES OUT
atcasoftoronto!

C

By Lorraine Gale, Coordinator, Out and Proud Program

Branch’s Foster Care and Adoption department for their creative and
spirited displays.
In another component of Pride Branches Out at CAS of Toronto, the
Pape Adolescent Resource Centre (PARC) made a distinctive contribution
to Pride Branches Out by hosting a Pride barbecue for youth-in-care, and
presenting 10 Pride youth awards to deserving young people who worked
to make PARC and our Agency safer and more inclusive of sexual and
gender diversity. Special thanks to Lisa Nelson for organizing this event.
“PRIDE Branches OUT at CAS of Toronto” spurred an overwhelming
spirit of inclusion, Pride and celebration of sexual and gender diversity that
came through in every display all over the agency.
Of course, what matters most are the many stories about how the initiative
touched the hearts of the children and youth we serve, including the kids
who didn’t want anything to do with that “gay stuff”, but who proudly
displayed their residence’s decorations and hand-made posters for the
judge. And the kids who were told at home that “gay” is wrong but wanted
to take part in the decorating and learning anyway.
The enthusiasm, creativity and energy were evident throughout the
agency, making our first “PRIDE Branches OUT at CAS of Toronto” an
exciting and resounding success! Many thanks to all of you who pitched
in…it couldn’t have happened without you!
Special thanks go to Kim Dorion and Anuja for expert judging, Liz Barry
for packaging kits and prizes, Farrell Haynes and Volunteer Services for
donations, and Out on the Street for at-cost decorations.

elebrating lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual, transgender, intersex, gender non-conforming and queer (LGBTQ) Pride has indeed
“branched out” at the Children’s Aid Society of Toronto this year…
literally!
If you came to CAS of Toronto during the last week of June, you probably
could not help but notice the Agency’s dazzling celebration of sexual and
gender diversity.
In a hotly contested challenge, geographic branches and Internal Resource
locations vied for the coveted number-one prize offered in our first-ever
“PRIDE Branches OUT at CAS of Toronto” decorating contest.
Congratulations to all the kids and staff at Simpson Day Treatment House
for their spectacular Pride display featuring a diversity collage, rainbow
sand-filled water bottles, a floor-to-ceiling rainbow tower complete with
the meanings of each colour band, a bulletin board covered with handmade rainbows and Pride pictures, and a rainbow “flag” comprised of kids
each dressed in one of the rainbow colours.
Congratulations are also in order for Etobicoke Branch, especially
Michelle Winterburn and her entire Pride team, for their creative and vibrant
display that included the transformation of an entire wall into a rainbow
flag by using coloured file folders, a teddy bear Pride mascot, a children’s
Pride Lego display, a Pride tree, and hand-decorated hanging Pride balls!
Special mention goes to Tracy Pickett and her Pride team in Scarborough
Branch, and Susan Brodie and Dawna Cramer’s joint Pride team in North

Friends and colleagues honoured Joan Davis, Director
of Intake, during a surprise luncheon party celebrating
40 years of dedicated service. Joan was presented with
a cheque by Lisa Tomlinson, Domestic Violence Intake
Supervisor, for compensation for seven days of sick time
taken in 1966- which is her only sick time ever taken while
at CAS of Toronto.
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By Fiona Koo, Volunteer Coordinator,
Volunteer Services

A NEW LOOK
scarboroughbranch

O

n Sunday June 25, 2006, a group of
dedicated volunteers and staff gave
their time and talent to make the access
rooms at the Scarborough Branch more child-focused and friendly. This endeavour was inspired
by the work of Tracy Pickett’s community based
team at the Branch. In December 2004 their team
arranged for a group of students, with the support
of their art teacher, to design and paint a mural in
one of the access rooms. Their completed work
made for a more welcoming experience for the
children and families visiting our Branch. With
the support of the Branch four of the remaining
five rooms were painted with a variety of murals.
Staff members, most notably Pamela Van,
who designed one of the rooms in addition to
helping paint, and Yale Brick, who helped to
sketch and paint the design, created a very warm
and welcoming “Baby Room.” Other staff that
participated in the painting were Lisa McCourt
and Tim Phan. Youth from the Pape Adolescent
Resource Centre also participated in this project,
taking responsibility for the “Adolescent Room.”
They were successful in creating a fun and
interactive space for visiting families.
Still, it could not have been done without the
support and dedication of a group of very giving
volunteers at the Scarborough Branch. A group of
nine volunteers spent the entire day into the early
evening to ensure the job was done, successfully
completing two very colourful murals. The ocean
inspired one mural while the other had a jungle
theme. These rooms will be a treat for all who
use them. Thank you for a job well done that will
definitely make a difference in brightening up
Scarborough Branch.

Yale Brick, Supervisor, Scarborough Branch and Pamela Van, Case Aide, Scarborough Branch

Stone by Stone
byjamie“lizzie”gagnon
I have a wall you cannot see because it’s deep inside of me.
It blocks my heart on every side and helps emotions there to
hide.
You can’t reach in. I can’t reach out. I wonder what it’s all
about.
The wall I built that you can’t see results from insecurity.
Each time my tender heart was hurt, the scars within grew
worse and worse.
So Stone by Stone, I built a wall that’s now so thick it will not
fall.
Please understand that it’s not you. Continue trying to break
through.
I want so much to show myself, and love from you will surely
help.
So bit by bit, chip at my wall till Stone by Stone it starts to
fall.
It’s never easy to let go of all the hurts and failures long
ingrained upon one’s heart from year of pain.

www.TorontoCAS.ca

I’m so afraid to let you in. I know I might get hurt again.
I try so hard to break the wall, but seem to get nowhere at all,
For Stone upon Stone I’ve stacked- I left between them not a
crack.
The only way to make it fall are imperfections in the wall.
I did the best I could to build a perfect wall, but there are still
a few small flaws, which are the keys to break through the
wall to me.
Please use each flaw to cause a crack to knock a stone off the
stack,
For just as Stone by Stone was laid with every hurt with
every ache,
So Stone by Stone the wall will break. As love replaces every
ache.
Who care enough to find the flaws
		 No matter what?
Jamie is a former Crown Ward and is currently on
Extended Care Maintenance.
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Flakes in Technicolour
Soapbox

Happy Holidays
Tania Howells

Night Riders
Lisa Rotenberg

Supremex
Holmes, The Finishing House
Park Avenue Gallery
Sunville Printco Inc.
Willow Gallery of Fine Arts

Winter in the Park

Michel-André Bellemare

Moments & Memories
W. David Ward

Hélène Beck
Michel-André Bellemare
Geof Burbidge
Sandra Dionisi
Joanne Gervais
Tania Howells

Winter Wagon
Geof Burbidge

Collecting The Mail
Hélène Beck

Sharon Mark
Katerina Mertikas
Lisa Rotenberg
Soapbox Design
Communications Inc.
W. David Ward

Special Thank You to Featured Artists:

Peace
Sandra Dionisi

Just One Night
Lisa Rotenberg

Celebrated greeting cards

For change of address, please return label with corrections. Also, if you are receiving more than one copy of
COMMUNICATE, please notify communications at the Children’s Aid Society of Toronto:
phone 416-924-4646; fax 416-324-2485; email: inquiries@TorontoCAS.ca

Proofreading services generously donated by
Proofreaders Ink, telephone: 416-492-7110

Greeting Cards (blank or with interior message) are available at a cost of $1.25 each or $15 per dozen.
Custom Imprinting Services for Greeting Cards and Envelopes are available. (additional charges apply)

If you would like more information or to place an order for Holiday Greeting Cards, please
phone us at (416) 923-0924, ext. 234 or visit the website at www.cafdn.org.

Buntin Reid
Domtar
Heidelberg Canada Inc.
Soapbox Design
Communications Inc.

We would like to express our sincere thanks to the corporations
who supported the 2006 Holiday Greeting Card program:

February Snow
Sharon Mark

Follow Me
Katerina Mertikas

Learning the Game
Joanne Gervais

2006 designs commemorate the
best of the holiday season

100% of the proceeds support Education, Enrichment and Prevention initiatives for high-risk children and youth.
We hope you will share our treasured cards with your customers, business associates, family and friends this year.

Share the Spirit of the Season and
Give a Children’s Aid Foundation Greeting Card

CHILDREN’S AID FOUNDATION
corner

mary scott with donna steele,
children’s service worker

of Joy Hills, who has been fostering
with our agency for 19 years. Mary
is very passionate about the arts.
She is an accomplished dancer and
enjoys singing and acting as well.
In addition, Mary enjoys swimming,
and has taught others to swim; and
her favourite pastime is reading.
Mary values being part of a
fostering family as it has helped
her to identify what is really
important in life. She appreciates
the importance of a loving family
and how having such a family helps
with the emotional development of
children.
Mary will be attending Windsor
University and hopes to pursue a
career in psychology.
We wish Mary congratulations and
continued success in her studies.

October is Child Abuse Prevention Month. Please visit
www.useyourvoice.ca Report suspected child abuse
including neglect. If you have concerns about a child,
call 416-924-4646.

useyourvoice

e are so fortunate at
the Children’s Aid
Society of Toronto to
have people in our community who
are prepared to open their hearts
and homes to children who need a
shelter from the storm. We cannot
possibly thank them enough or
bestow enough honours to properly
express what their role with children
in our care means to us all. We
have always known that fostering
is a family affair, but we haven’t
always acknowledged those family
members—the children of foster
parents.
For the past three years Homes For
Kids has awarded a scholarship to a
youth who plays an essential role in
a fostering family. They are often
the first people that a child coming
into care connects with. They are
friends, role models and mentors.
Children who are members of a
fostering family play a pivotal role
in the well-being and development
of children in care.
This year we are pleased to have
awarded a $1,000 scholarship to
Mary Scott. Mary is the daughter
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By Dawna Cramer,
Foster Care Recruitment Coordinator,
Foster Care Department

FOSTERING IS TRULY A FAMILY AFFAIR:
celebrating mary scott, homes for kids scholarship recipient

Communicate ONLINE
www.TorontoCAS.ca
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